Searching PubMed by Healthy People 2020 Objectives


Select the link labeled “Topic-Specific Queries”

A list of available Queries, Subjects and Journal Queries will appear (pic below).

Locate the “Clinicians and Health Services Researchers Queries” area of the list.

Select the subset of “Healthy People 2020” (1).

Once selected, the PH Partners website appears (pic right). When selected, “Topic Areas” provide a list of objective queries (2).

Select the “Topic Area” that your objective is directly apart of as a topic umbrella.

Locate your objective by the objective number and select the “PubMed Search” button (3). This runs a specific MeSH search, retrieving a small, but highly relevant list of articles.

What does the objective overview include on the HealthyPeople.gov site? Select the linked objective number to the right of the objective search button (4).